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The present technical description contains general information and is not a 
specification. Due to ongoing research and product development efforts, the 
indices can vary within the limits of standards documentation, which do not 
affect the declared performance characteristics.

ADVANTAGES
 ● high-performance detergent additive package prevents formation of 

lacquer and soot deposits on parts of the engine and guarantee their 
absolute cleanliness;

 ● perfect lubrication properties of the oil provide optimal oil film 
thickness at various hard operating modes of the engine;

 ● due to exclusive dispersing capacity, soot decomposes and its 
particles remain in suspended state during the whole service life, 
from change to change. And particles don’t accumulate in internal 
volume of engine, don’t choke in filters and valves;

 ● has perfect neutralizing ability and provides reliable protection of 
lubricated surfaces from corrosion; 

 ● stands out for its stable viscosity and high fluidity, guaranteeing 
quick engine start at cold climate conditions;

 ● its operational characteristics exceed requirements of most of 
similar products from Russian and international manufacturers.

RECOMMENDED FOR
 ● Modern four-stroke engines in passenger cars and commercial 

vehicles.

 ● The start-stop driving style of urban life.

 ● All-season use in various climate zones.

 ● Ensuring energy and environmental safety in populated areas.

 ● Increasing the service life of the parts of the cylinder-piston block.

ENGINE OIL SYNTHETIC

ELISSA URBEN 5W-40 SN/CF

ELISSAURBEN 5W-40 SN/CF is a fully synthetic multi-purpose premium-class engine oil, intended for use in any light motor vehicles. It works 
in both petrol and diesel engines with pump-injector units, turbochargers and the latest exhaust gas treatment systems, including those with 
particulate filters and catalytic converters. This oil is perfect for city cars and the start-stop driving style of urban life, with frequent stops at traffic 
lights, standing in traffic jams, followed by the subsequent starting.

CONFORMS TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
АРI SN/СF | ACEA A3/B3, A3/B4

Renault RN 0700/0710 | OJSC ‘AVTOVAZ’ | PSA B71 2296 | MB-Approval 
229.31/229.5/229.51 | VW 502.00/505.00/505.01 | BMW Long life-01 | GM 
Dexos-2; GM-LL-B-025 | PSA B71 2296 | Fiat 9.55535-N2 | Porsche A40 | 
Opel GM-LL-B-025. 

QUALITY LEVEL
ELISSA URBEN ACEA A3/B3, A3/B4; API SN

STO 064 72266-005-2019 “Engine oils. Classification and designation»..

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL INDICATORS
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Excellent filterabilityQuick start in all weather 
conditions

High performance properties Surface protection against 
corrosion

High viscosity index

High level of purity
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